
Integration Monitoring SAP SF &
SAP S/4 using SAP Cloud ALM 



In the rapidly evolving landscape of interconnected businesses, achieving seamless 
integration across diverse enterprise systems is paramount for ensuring operational 

processes and enhances transparency in monitoring and resolving integration-related 

collection for managed services and systems, activate or deactivate monitoring categories, 

Why Go For  SAP Cloud ALM Integration & 
Exception Monitoring?

How to establish the 
integration scenario within 
Integration & Exception 
Monitoring in SAP Cloud 
ALM?



Obtained the 

connect to the 

system

usually done during the initial 

representative to enable the UI" permissions 

Integration & Exception Monitoring For SAP 

Prerequisites

Open the scope selection via the bulls-eye icon in the upper right corner

Integration & Exception Monitoring: Prerequisites

Steps to Activate the Monitoring Data Collection
The data collection for all monitoring categories available for a managed 

Integration & Exception Monitoring.
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Customize the Monitoring Data Collection

Create Monitoring Events

collection for the managed services 
and systems by: end of the line for the service or system 
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Conclusion

Once the SAP services are successfully connected to your SAP Cloud ALM 
instance, you can proceed to the Integration & Exception Monitoring 
section and include the linked SAP services in your scope selection.

In conclusion, the journey toward establishing an integration scenario within 
Integration & Exception Monitoring in SAP Cloud ALM is a systematic and 
thorough process. It empowers organizations to not only connect their SAP 
services seamlessly but also to monitor and manage the complete integration 
landscape e�ciently. As organizations navigate the complexities of modern 
business environments, SAP Cloud ALM Integration & Exception Monitoring 
stands as a robust solution to ensure the integrity and optimal performance of 
integrated SAP systems.
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In the Services/System section, you 
can customize data collection 
settings your -

In the final step, you need to create a new 
Business Service and include all previous 
created and activated services. Once you 
click on save, the data collection is started 
and it allowing you to monitor the entire 
integration scenario within SAP Cloud 
ALM's Integration & Exception Monitoring.

SAP SuccessFactors service:Activate Data 

Replication Monitor

SAP Integration Suite (Cloud Integration) 

service: Activate all

SAP S/4HANA system: Activate ABAP 

Application log
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